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  a rather shallow understanding of history by 
those who think that mughals were ruling india . 
mughal emperor was a hindu maratha puppet 
since late 1780s and a pensioner of marathas. in 
1803 this clown mughal emperor became a 
pensioner of english east india company . in 
1858 the fiction of mughals ended when india 
was annexed officially and became a part of 
british empire . 1857 was a north central indian 
affair and was a non event in punjab frontier and 
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sindh that remained staunchly pro english east 
india company for various valid reasons. the only 
place where 1857 took a nationalistic form was in 
avadh state where it became a national war and 
lasted till 1859.would not be wrong to term it as a 
last struggle between the old indian feudal order 
and the modernising forces as represented by 
english east india companys aggressive 
utilitarianism. Sepoy Rebellion of 1857-59 
Reinterpreted The rebellion of the Bengal Army 
in 1857 was a traumatic event in the history of 
British rule in India. Even today it is difficult to 
describe it as a 'War of Independence', 
'Revolution', 'Religious War' or a 'Mutiny'. The 
discussion is made more complicated because of 
the fact that India is a jigsaw puzzle of races and 
ethnic groups made further complicated and 
confusing by the presence of a variety of 
religions, castes etc. Thus Indo-Pak History has 
always remained a far more confusing affair than 
lets say French or British History. Any event in 
Indian History is hard to judge because of 
presence of various aspects like diversity of race, 
religion etc. The Indo-Pak Sub-Continent has the 



unique distinction of being invaded, colonised 
and ruled by a multiple number of actors 
motivated by racial, religious, economic or 
commercial reasons. Thus whenever we pick 
any book on Indo-Pak History we come across 
so many conflicting and confusing views like the 
Muslim view, the Hindu view, the British view etc. 
Behind every happening in Indo-Pak history 
there is some 'Conspiracy Theory', some ethnic 
or religious bias, some personal elements or 
grievances etc. One may think that this is true for 
all types of history. However in our case it is felt 
that these biases are much more pronounced 
because of the fact that we are still undergoing 
the historical processes through which many 
other parts of the world underwent five hundred 
or a thousand years ago. Perhaps all this is there 
because India and Pakistan even today are not 
cohesive integrated states with a clearheaded 
Intelligentsia or Leadership in the real sense. 
Perhaps the Indo-Pak Sub-Continent cannot be 
called a country or two or three countries in the 
real sense. One may add that Bangladesh is less 
trouble or confusion free being a nation state in 



the real sense despite its junior vintage in terms 
of length of years. We may state with conviction 
that writing anything on any aspect of Indo-Pak 
History is a much more arduous task than writing 
history of any other country. Coming precisely 
down to Indo-Pak History 1857 is particularly a 
very challenging subject to write about. The 
major difficulty in writing stems from the fact that 
little is available from the Indo-Pak side since 
most of the people who formed the core 
elements of the rebels or freedom fighters or 
whatever anyone may choose to call them were 
either hanged or blown off the mouths of guns or 
destroyed in the Terai Jungle by disease or 
tigers. All those who were left were either living 
in British India and thus rendered unable to state 
anything based on truth because of fear of life or 
forfeiture of liberty. Some were so overwhelmed 
by disgust and grief that they thought it pointless 
to leave anything for posterity. Some who 
managed to save their life by escaping were so 
much pressed by privation and misery that they 
died premature deaths and were unable to leave 
for the future historians anything which may have 



proved useful in arriving at a rational explanation 
of the design of events and may have enabled 
historians to understand whether the outbreak 
was based on deliberate planning or was a 
spontaneous outbreak. Thus we are left with 
three broad categories of historical accounts i.e. 
the 'Original British Viewpoint', the 'Indian 
Viewpoint while under Subjugation' and 'Modern 
Indo-Pak Reinterpretations'. Things are made yet 
more complex by other schools of thought like 
the 'Religious', 'Ethnic' and the 'Class Warfare' 
etc. Karl Marx called it the failure of the policy of 
divide and rule. Muslim revivalist historians call it 
Jehad, Hindus have their own explanations, 
Modern Nationalist Historians have further made 
it more colourful and glorious by liberally mixing 
myth with reality! The British are ever keen to 
prove that it was a mutiny of troops. 
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